FALL 2014
LEARNING COMMUNITIES

Create Community. Engage in Your Education.
This experiential, interactive class will challenge what you think about modern social issues. With in-depth writing and collaborative group work, students will be fully immersed in the learning process.

For more information, email: Sharon Beynon (sbeynon@vcccd.edu) or Andrea Horigan (ahorigan@vcccd.edu).

REGISTRATION

WRITE ABOUT MODERN ISSUES
SOC 2 (3 UNITS)
AND
ENGL 1A (5 UNITS)
TRANSFER LEVEL COURSES
FULFILLS GE REQUIREMENTS
PARTIALLY ONLINE

REGISTRATION USING THESE CRNS:

OPTION 1
71586 AND 71532
Tuesday 11:00-1:45
Thursday 11:00-12:15

OPTION 2
71586 AND 71569
Tuesday 11:00-12:15
Thursday 11:00-1:45